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PILL CRUSHING DEVICE ELECTRIC PILL GRINDER

GRASPING TOOLS

• 25872 SILENT KNIGHT HOSPITAL PILL CRUSHING DEVICE
• 25873 PILL CRUSHER POUCHES - 1,000 pouches (20 packs of 50)
Professional, silent crusher for hospital to effortlessly and 
easily reduce pills in fine powder in few-seconds.
Pouches avoid any cross contamination and eliminate loss of 
medication. Silent Knight is supplied with 50 pouches.

• 25850 SEVERO ELECTRIC PILL GRINDER
Professional silent pill grinder for fast and 
effective crushing of medication in hospitals, 
nursing homes and home care organizations. 
It avoids exposure to dust or cross 
contamination. The device works through 
autonomous grinding cycles via combined 
compression and rotation, through which it 
is possible to grind multiple standard pills and 
coated pills per cycle. Once the medicine is 
put into the 30 ml special cup, it takes only 
8 seconds (for regular pills) to obtain it as 
powder. Pulverized pills are ideal for people 
who have trouble swallowing pills or to be 
administered via feeding tubes. 
Supplied with stainless steel grinding head, 
30 cups, 30 cellophane grinding sheets, 
AC/DC adapter and GB, FR, IT, PT manual. 
Available DE, NL on www.gimaitaly.com.

• 25851 SEVERO MEDICINE CUPS - box of 2100
• 25852 SEVERO CUP LIDS - box of 2000
• 25853 SEVERO CELLOPHANE GRINDING SHEETS - box of 2100
• 25854 SEVERO MAGNETIC STABILITY PLATE 
Powder coated metal plate and magnetic sticker to be inserted 
underneath to stabilize Severo on medication trolleys.

• 25871 BLUETOOTH PILL DISPENSER
Automatic pill dispenser with Bluetooth to manage and record 
pills’ dosage data with Healbox App and cloud server. 
It lets patients and caregivers to program dosages up to a 
maximum of 28 consecutive days. 
It also allows to give right dose to right patients at right time. 
The device has audio and visual alerts up to 9 alarms per day, 
which sound for 30 minutes or until the dispenser is flipped. 
It automatically rotates when it’s time for the next dose. 28 
compartments with 24 aspirin sized pills load capacity. 
Lid can be locked with metal key. 
For hospital, community service or personal use. 
Supplied with 1 medication tray, 1 set of dosage rings, 1 metal 
key, 4xAA batteries and multilingual instructions (GB, FR, IT, ES, PT)

Light and sturdy aluminium 
base and handle

Curved structure of 
the pouch assures full 
collection of crushed 
medication, reducing 
cross contamination.

Perfect stability

Step 1: place pills into pill crusher pouch. 
Lift handle and place pouch down between 
the crusher plates to initiate crushing.
Step 2: press handle down to crush pills.
Step 3: press the handle down to activate grinding 
movement. Press handle down several times to 
grind pills into fine powder.
Step 4: remove the pouch.

Place for 
50 pouches

Ergonomic handle 
for effortless use

• 28963 GRASPING TOOL - foldable
Extended reach grasping tool helps to 
eliminate bending or climbing for hard-to-reach 
items. Length: 80 cm, foldable in 2. 
Locking tab holds the item in place. 

• 28960 GRASPING TOOL - 3 WAYS - 66 cm
Aluminium body, PP handle. Three grasping ways: 
steel hook, magnetic tip, rubber head.

PILL DISPENSER - BLUETOOTH

Multilingual box and instructions: 
GB, FR, IT, ES.

Multilingual box and instructions: 
GB, FR, IT, ES.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Compartments: 28 slots Bluetooth: 10 meters limited range
Capacity: 24 Aspirin-sized pills Battery: 4xAA batteries
Material:  ABS Size: 225x h 68 mm
LED display size: 60x30 mm Weight: 600 g

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cup volume:  30 ml
Grinding cycle time: 8 seconds for regular pills
Sound level:  52dB
Battery:  rechargeable lithium-ion, 12 V 3 Ah
Battery last:  500 crushing's 
 (three days of continuous working)
Charging time:  2 hours
Size - weight:  80x70x217 mm - 1.5 kg 
 

25873

Bubble ring 
with cover and 
lock system for 
moisture-proof

Phone not 
included

Easy setup 
only three 
buttons to 
setup time/
alarm/volume

Locking key 
included for 
secure lid
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